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ABSTRACT 

With the supply mix evolving to incorporate more and 

more  uncontrollable  renewable energy sources there is a 

need for more storage and demand response solutions. 

Aggregated demand response flexibility has been 

investigated in the past years as one of the potential 

solution this problem. This paper will investigate the 

potential impact  on risks and gains for stakeholders using 

aggregated residential flexibility for smart grid services.   

INTRODUCTION 

With the rising share of renewables in the energy mix, 

there is a need for alternative flexible capacity. The 

emerging role of the aggregator is important in unleashing 

new flexibility sources. An aggregator bundles flexibility 

capabilities of distributed generation and demand response 

and offers the collective resources to the wholesale 

electricity markets. This technical aggregation is referred 

to as a Virtual Power Plant (VPP). This bundles flexibility 

can be offered for both ancillary services such as 

congestion management, frequency regulation and reserves 

as well as active market operation. Specifically, the day 

ahead, intraday and imbalance markets.  However, when 

utilizing the same resource for  a number of services 

conflicts can occur. For example, using  a VPP flexibility 

ramp down to aid in a substation congestion but the 

deflection would result in an imbalance for market 

operations.   

Further, for a viable beneficial business case, the 

characteristics, such as limitations, of aggregated 

flexibility operating on multiple markets must be known as 

providing flexibility to the balancing market at one time 

may ruin the ability to maintain day-ahead obligations later 

on.  The simulation described in this paper investigates the 

potential impact of deviating from aggregator or supplier 

coordination scheme for Distributed System Operator 

(DSO) reserves and the necessity to create boundary 

conditions to reserve flexibility. Further, it describes a risk 

assessment of the aggregation business case when offering 

flexibility for both spot and imbalance market operations 

BACKGROUND 

Previous research has looked at scheduling of aggregated 

flexibility of VPPs for multiple markets, mainly the day-

ahead and balancing markets. There are however more 

stakeholders involved; end customer, and network 

operator.  It is also difficult to predict the amount of 

shiftable energy as well as the effect of this response on 

stakeholder investment such as utility day ahead planning 

or network constraints. There have been field experiments 

which investigate VPP residential flexibility when many 

stakeholders are involved.  An example of this is 

PowerMatching City, a field experiment in The 

Netherlands involving nearly 40 real households. Here, the 

aggregated flexibility is utilized to satisfy the needs of 

multiple stakeholders. The end user, by lowering costs and 

increasing utilization of locally generated power, the DSO 

by aiding by lowing peaks to aid in substation constraints 

and finally the commercial aggregator for day ahead and 

imbalance market optimization.  For more information 

please see [1].   

Additionally fast response services for ancillary services 

such as frequency regulation have also been investigated 

[2] and can be valuable for emergency and critical grid 

incidents.  However, impact and risks of responding for 

one stakeholder interest over another is an important 

aspect to be addressed before aggregator services can have 

wider smart grid applications in today’s network.  This 

needs to be done on both an economic as well as network 

capability standpoint.  

OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this work is to firstly, investigate the impact of 

offering aggregated flexibility, with and without an 

assigned threshold, for DSO reserve power on day ahead 

market schedule obligations. The economic costs and 

gains will be evaluated when varying the risk for 

imbalance trade by increasing tradable flexibility threshold 

and compare when offering services to both day ahead, 

spot, and imbalance market operations.  This will be done 

by offering different percentage levels  of available 

flexibility for imbalance market services and evaluating 

the impact both economically as well as energy volume.  

SIMULATION SETUP 

A simulation of 1000 individual households was created. 

Each home had its own individual generated base, non-

flexible electricity profile as well as individual heat and 

tap water demand profiles. These profiles were created 

using TNO’s energy pattern generator, a validated 

software tool [3], that produces high resolution electricity 

and heat demand profiles for five different household 

types. Each household was equipped with a flexibly 

controlled heating device, 800 heat pumps and 200 micro-

CHPs, each of which was attached to a 110 liter spaced 
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heating buffer and 90 liter tap water buffer. These were 

configured and chosen to mimic the installations in the 

Hoogkerk PowerMatching City setup. Additionally, based 

the penetration of white good devices were based on a 

Dutch survey [4] and can be seen in table 1 below.  

Table 1: Device penetration in cluster 

Appliance Penetration 

Refrigerator 100% 

Freezer 79% 

Washing machine 100% 

Tumble dryer 59% 

Dish washer 47% 

Further as in PowerMatching city, every household was 

equipped with a small photovoltaic (PV) panel. For this, 

real PV measurements in The Netherlands were utilized 

and scaled to match that of 1000 households (~1240 kW 

nominal electric power). Finally the amount of offshore 

and onshore wind in the simulations are based on the 

WLO-SE (Welfare and Living Environment) scenarios on 

energy supply and demand with a time horizon up to 2040 

[5]. The total envisioned electricity demand in WLO-SE 

2040 is 582 PJ, the total household demand is 130 PJ. The 

industry demand and supply have been removed from this 

scenario for simplicity. Therefore, the renewable energy 

must be scaled down by approximately 0.22 (130/582) to 

account for lack of industry in the simulations. This results 

in 52 kW off shore and 262 kW onshore wind capacity per 

1000 households. 

The flexible devices are equipped with two controllers: a 

business as usual traditional controller which controls 

devices to meet end user comfort requirements as quickly 

as possible without exterior incentives such as price.  The 

second is a PowerMatcher controller which uses prices 

incentives to coordination the devices flexibly within the 

comfort boundaries. The PowerMatcher [6] is a 

decentralized coordination mechanism which integrates 

demand and supply flexibility in the operation of the 

electricity system. In this way the flexibility is aggregated 

and can be steered to follow an expected profile within the 

available flexibility of the cluster.  

For the first part, four simulation runs of approximately 2 

weeks each are to be run.  

1.1. Business as usual:  No smart control on devices and 

therefore they run in traditional mode to learn a suitable 

day ahead profile of the cluster. From the aggregated 

flexibility bids, the real time flexibility (ramp up, ∆Pup, and 

down, ∆Pdown, capabilities) can be observed and an 

approximation of initial boundaries can be made to ensure 

cluster can still maintain utility profile when offering DSO 

services.   

1.2 Smart Control and offer flexibility whenever DSO 

requests ignoring the impact on the day ahead schedule 

and degradation of available flexibility. 

1.3 Smart Control and assign fixed upper and lower 

boundary conditions to offered DSO flexibility and only 

offer reserve power when flexibility is between than these 

boundaries. 

For simplicity to define a time when reserve power is 

required, for this virtual power plant, it is assumed that an 

imbalance or reserve power is required to be purchased 

when the cluster is above 600kW (the average power of 

the VPP over the simulation period). The cluster is not 

expected to lower its consumption always to 600kW but to 

its maximum ramp down flexibility capabilities at that 

time.  

For the second part two types of simulations were run.  

2.1. Smart control, day ahead schedule only: Using day 

ahead prices as incentives, the cluster is steered by the 

PowerMatcher, the cluster responds accordingly. The 

responding aggregated active power behavior profile is 

then averaged to a 15 minute resolution to create an 

optimal day ahead schedule for this price profile.   

2.2. Smart control and offer percentage of flexibility for 

imbalance services:  The cluster is steered using the day 

ahead profile generated from the day ahead APX price and 

offering variable percentages of available flexibility for 

imbalance services. Ten simulations are run offering 

flexibility at incrementally higher percentages between 0 

and 100% of real time flexibility to the imbalance market. 

The cluster will not offer for imbalance services if the 

current day ahead scheduled power or future, 30 minutes 

ahead, profile cannot be met with current flexibility.  

RESULTS 

Evaluation is taken from the aggregators’ perspective and 

situated in the market of the Netherlands: balancing 

volumes and prices from the Dutch TSO were used.  

 

 
Figure 1: Cluster flexibility and allocation for sim 1.1  

As was stated, to begin the day ahead schedule of the VPP 

was generated from  the total allocation when running in 

traditional, business as usual (simulation 1.1), and then 

removing the major peaks. This this was done by 

averaging the allocation over 15  minutes.  In figure 1 the 

green band represents the flexibility of the cluster when 

only following the day ahead “utility” schedule.  From this 
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it was seen that on average the cluster could ramp up by 

~25% or down by ~45% from its current allocation.  

Part 1 

To first investigate the impact of exploiting a VPP for 

reserve power without protecting the asset with an 

emergency boundary, the cluster will offer reserve power 

during  all moments it has capacity to do so (sim 1.3). As 

was explained the DSO will request the cluster ramp down 

when the total allocation is above 600kW. From this the 

cluster will either ramp down to 600kW or to at least the 

minimum value possible above this threshold to offer as 

reserve power to DSO reducing additional reserve power 

which would need to be purchased to meet this demand. 

 
Figure 2: Case A, cluster flexibility as result of 

unrestricted offer of reserve power. 

Figure 2 depicts the effect of blindly offering reserve 

services and completely neglecting the future impact of 

utilizing all flexibility.  Here it can be seen that almost all 

of the cluster ramp up and down flexibility are directly 

used when new flexibility arises, leaving no ability to 

resume back to schedule nor to have reserve for other 

emergency situations.   For example, in first day almost all 

flexibility is consumed in the first quarter of day. At late 

mid-day there is a large imbalance generated both for 

consumption and then supply on the VPP which is 

repeated on the second day. This is due to must-run 

situation for multiple appliances. 

Further it was seen that large imbalances and deviations 

from the utility day ahead schedule are created. Larger 

demand peaks as well as surplus times which are far 

greater than utility are generated.  This impact could cause 

greater imbalance and grid stability issues as well as a 

larger cost for supplier or commercial aggregator. The 

cluster was then (sim 1.3) assigned safety upper and lower 

 boundaries to preserve flexibility to determine if the 

cluster can offer reserve power and still maintain its utility 

schedule on other moments without generating significant 

imbalances. 

 
Figure 3: Case B, cluster flexibility as result of 

restricted offer of reserve power. 

 

From the first simulation (sim 1.1 or Figure 1), where the 

cluster only follows the day ahead schedule it was seen 

that a minimum of 50kW ramp up and down capabilities 

was always available. Further to reserve ramp down 

capabilities half of the average ramp down power from the 

first run would try to be maintained, ~200kW.  The cluster 

was only able to offer some of flexibility for DSO services 

if 50kW above and below utility request available as well 

as the DSO request is a minimum of 200kW above the 

minimum ramp down value.  

 

 
Figure 4: Bounded versus unbounded cluster 

allocation 

 

In figure 4 the cluster allocation from sim 1.2 (line 2) and 

1.3 (line 3) compared to the day ahead schedule (line  1) 

can be seen.  For the bounded case, the cluster is not 

always in favor of offering reserve power for the DSO but 

when flexibility is minimal it tries to stay to day ahead 

schedule of utility.  While there are still some peaks 

generated however they are almost negligible compared to 

that of the unbounded case.  This could be eliminated by 

using forecasting the ramp longevity and monitoring total 

flexibility energy capacity over a day. Further, in figure 5  

it can be seen that there is still quite some flexibility buffer 

available for other unforeseen disturbances.   
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Part 2 

Part 1 shows that a reduced risk strategy for the allocation 

of flexibility can be beneficial for overall imbalance 

reduction. In the second part of the study, different risk 

strategies for trading flexibility on balancing markets have 

been analysed in order to find a financial optimum. This 

was done by comparing subcases having different risk 

levels. An optimum between imbalance absorbed and 

generated by deviation of the day ahead schedule was 

found in this analysis (Figure 5). It can be seen that up 

until 70% flexibility is offered, there is a gain of absorbed 

versus generated imbalance power.  After which the 

imbalanced generated surpass those absorbed. However, 

the most positive gain for network stability impact is seen 

when only 30% flexibility is offered for imbalance 

services. Using the day ahead APX market prices it is 

determined for cost €2,829 for the week evaluated.   An 

overview of the imbalance cost and revenue for each risk 

percentage deviation can be seen in the table below.  

 
Figure 5: Imbalances Absorbed and Generated. 

 

It should be noted that the financial optimum is not 

correlated the highest imbalance volume and is positioned 

at 70% risk with a gain of just over €800 for one week of 

trading.  There is nearly as much imbalance generated as 

there is absorbed which could cause added strain on the 

DSO to maintain network stability.  Therefore there needs 

to be a way to balance between economic gain and 

network stability to gain approval of all stakeholders for 

more widespread integration of aggregators for smart grid 

services.   

 

Table 2: Economic risk assessment of various flexibility 

percentage deviations. 

Risk Cost (€) Revenue (€) Profit (€) 

0% 4.05 0 -4.05 

10% 4.05 238.4 234.31 

20% 4.5 271.6 267.1 

30% 52.0 461.4 409.5 

40% 256.6 830.3 573.7 

50% 277.1 684.5 407.4 

60% 285.3 858.9 573.6 

70% 568.1 1374.6 806.4 

80% 630.6 620.9 -9.7 

90% 762.4 623.8 -138.62 

100% 767.5 618.7 -148.8 

CONCLUSIONS 

Large amount of flexibility, ~25% ramping up and  ~45% 

ramping down capabilities from originally planned 

allocation,  is available with a response time is adequate 

for offering reserve power services to DSO.  However a 

balance between offering for network stability and 

maintaining economic advantage to cost generated from 

day ahead forecast must be considered.  Forecasting of 

flexibility response, longevity, impact on future profile as 

well as monitoring and adaptive learning of boundary 

conditions necessary to effectively offer aggregated 

demand response as reserve power.   

Further, a method described in this paper proves that it can 

find an optimum risk strategy for flexibility aggregators 

trading on multi markets. However, minimizing imbalance 

volume does not necessarily lead to the highest financial 

profit and thus there is a need to find balance between 

reserving aggregated storage for internal future imbalances 

and economic benefit. Finally, benefit of multi-goal 

optimization is dependent on flexibility characteristics, 

such as degradation time, scheduled day ahead spot market 

profile as well as dynamics of market prices to find a 

market optimum for all goals intended. Flexibility 

characteristics, such as longevity and capacity estimations 

can lead to a more optimum utilization of flexibility 

between markets 
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